Fourth Grade Post
Reminders!

• Fourth grade is leading the Morning School
Assembly this month!! Please support your child
in his/her participation by helping them get to
school early (8:05). This is a great way for students to lead their
community and support their peers. Thank you!
• Thank you to parents who are able to join us on our trips to the Randall
Museum and Mission Dolores. We had a wonderful time exploring the
Earthquakes and learning about the history of the missions.
• There is No School Monday, January 21st in celebration of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day.
• Wednesday, January 23rd at 6:00pm we are having our FINAL
informational meeting for the Petaluma Adobe, overnight volunteers
only. You will meet in your child’s classroom.☺

• We encourage students to do at least 45 minutes of Dreambox
a week outside of class to help reinforce and build fluency in
math skills. This allows students to get practice in areas we may
not be covering in a current unit, but where a student may need
specific support. Its game based, iPad app compatible if you have
one, and teachers can see how students are progressing and
where in class we can build in more differentiated support.
• To get a glimpse into the wonderful world of 4th Grade, check out
our private class instagrams. You won’t be able to see any of the
pictures unless you request to “follow.”
Ms. Carrade’s: ms.carrade
Ms. Thompson: ms.thompsonwca
Homework
We are continuing to work on making sure all homework assignments
are completed and that students are being proactive in getting parent
signatures.

ELA/Social Studies
We continued learning about California Missions by creating a timeline
of California history from 1690 to 1818. Then, we investigated what
makes a good location for a mission and the distance between them.
Groups will use this information next week to find an actual location in
Alta California for their proposed 22nd mission. We also enjoyed our
field trip to Mission Dolores. This trip will help us understand not only
the purpose, but function and design of a mission.

Daily 5
We started book groups again this week. We are working on many
different comprehension skills using different authentic texts. Ask your
child what they read this week! There will be a spelling test each Friday
on the word pattern from the week. Students will either have 5, 10, or 15
words for the week to study.

Math
Continuing in this week’s Friday Post, you will get a preview of the math lessons
to come for the following week (instead of a review of the content
learned). This way you can use this Friday Post as a tool this upcoming week to
support your child with their math, should you need it as a reference.

We will finish up our unit on large digit addition and subtraction and
move on to a Fourth Grade rite of passage: fractions! Yes, and never
fear because we teach them in a MUCH more understandable way than
we learned. With that, please, please, please continue to consult the
Friday Post before supporting your child with their homework.
Fractions are taught very visually, so students focus on the concept of
the same whole broken into different pieces. And they do this with the
same size object: a 4x6 rectangle.
We first will explore ½, ¼, 1/8, etc and then move on to 1/3 and 1/6.
And we are focusing on equivalent fractions among all of this so
students can start making connections between different denominators.

Science
This week students continued to dive deeper into their Geology and
Natural Hazards units by reflecting on the effects of the movement of
tectonic plates, learning about the rock layers, and learning about the
Rock Cycle.
In the rock layer activity, students simulated how rock layers are
formed over time in a simulation with a plate and layers of different
types of bread, peanut butter (or sunbutter), jelly, and raisins. Students
saw how the oldest layer is the bottom most layer, learned how gravity
compacts these layers over time, and how the movement of tectonic
plates causes the layers to become “messy” as plates push to make
mountains and get more concave as valleys.
Then students played the Rock Cycle game. Just as there is a water cycle,
there is also a rock cycle. Here is a poster we made learning about how
rocks pass through it. Then students rolled different “dice” and were
sent as a rock from a volcano, to the clouds (ash and dust), to the ocean
(rainfall), and then to sediment (washing up on the shore). Kids said
they were never so excited to be a rock!
On Friday, we went to the Randall Museum to explore and learn more
about earthquakes and their impact on the people of California.
The Driving Question:
As Geologists, how can we help prepare a community so that a natural hazard
does not become a natural disaster?

Writing

Continuing in this week’s Friday Post, you will get a preview of the writing
lessons to come for the following week (instead of a review of the content
learned). This way you can use this Friday Post as a tool this upcoming week to
support your child with their writing, should you need it as a reference

We will continue collecting evidence for our first Literary Essay. We’ll
learn how to create Micro-Stories and how to find and explain
quotations. For each of our three reasons, we will go back into the book
and find evidence to support. Then, we’ll angle events from the text to
prove our point in Micro-Stories, as well as find direct quotes that
support our reasons. Below is our class example from the book FOX by
Margaret Wild and Ron Brooks, as well as the instructional posters from
last year that we will recreate to teach these two skills.

The color-coding in the examples match the colors from the anchor
charts posted below(showing how we incorporated each idea).
Thesis: Dog is a good friend
Reasons:
1. Dog is a good friend because he is caring
2. Dog is a good friend because he is patient with Magpie
3. Dog is a good friend because he sees the good in others

Micro-Story to Support Reason 3: Dog is a kind character that sees the
good in others. For example, one day, a fox came to the bush where Dog
and Magpie lived. Fox moves through the trees “sneakily, like a tongue
of fire.” Magpie trembles at the sight of him, but Dog doesn’t see the bad
in Fox. He is excited that Fox has come to visit, and he welcomes him in
for food and shelter. Dog only sees the good in Fox.
Quote to Support Reason 1: Dog cares for others in different ways
throughout the book. After Dog convinces Magpie they can work
together, he cares for and helps Magpie for months. “And so Dog runs,
with Magpie on his back, everyday, through summer, through winter.”
This shows that each day, he cared for Magpie by helping her fly and
making sure she is happy.

Specials:
Below are the schedules for PE. Make sure on these days to wear
appropriate shoes and clothing.
Carrade: Tuesday 11:20-12:00 and Thursday 2:20-3:00
Thompson: Monday 2:20-3:00 and Tuesday 11:20-12:00

Contact:
If you have any other questions or concerns, please feel free to e-mail us
at athompson@willowcreekacademy.org or
jcarrade@willowcreekacademy.org.

